Harmony
in the home

It’s a very personal place; it sets the tone
when you wake up, helps you look your best all
day and welcomes you when you’re ready for
sleep. With Urbano, your bedroom and home
office can be as personal as you like.
A range of furniture to suit any setting and any
lifestyle. Urbano’s look is inspired by European
design and contemporary metro cool.
The addition of a matching Aquadi bathroom
can be incorporated for a spectacular
en-suite design.
Welcome to Urbano.

50 Years

Quality

Craftsmanship
Symphony’s production facility in the UK sets the benchmark for the
whole UK furniture industry. It boasts some of Europe’s most advanced

of Experience

Hand picked
Retailers

Highest
Standards

Ten year
Guarantee

Symphony has carefully selected
and built strong relationships with your
local retailer so that you can enjoy
purchasing your new bedroom. This
means you get the best choice of
Bedrooms to suit your lifestyle
and a design service from experts
that help create the space that is
right for you.

We take our environmental responsibilities
seriously and built our production
facilities to BREEAM standards, including a
biomass boiler that provides all the heating.
We’ve gained the BS EN ISO 14001:2015
standard which independently endorses
our activities to limit their impact
on the environment.

Each piece of furniture from
Symphony is assured with a 10 year
guarantee. Stringent quality control
systems guarantee you receive the
best quality furniture that is built to
last, so you can buy our furniture
with complete confidence.

manufacturing and assembly technology, and all Urbano bedrooms
are made to the most stringent quality standards.
Welcome to the Urbano brand of bedrooms from Symphony.
Symphony is one of the UK’s largest suppliers of fitted kitchen, bedroom,
bathroom and home office furniture. As a market leader with 50 years’
experience we are constantly investing in ways to improve our products,
service and sustainable manufacturing principles to create
the perfect living space.

Symphony’s iconic fleet of over 150
red lorries is amongst the most fuel efficient
on Britain’s roads. Our furniture has full FSC®
certification assuring you that the wood
used comes from responsibly managed
forests with a full chain of custody.

All you need
to create your dream bedroom
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Find the prefect colour scheme
with our 11 paint to order
colours, 12 standard finished
and 124 Glide options.
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Stunning collections
Seek inspiration from our
collections then spend some
time with your specialist and
bring your bedroom to life.

40
Handle
designs

Almost 40 handle designs
have been selected to
complement any bedroom.
See all handles on page 77

Dawn
Dawn is available in a contemporary woodgrain
effect finish, perfect for the modern home.
The subtle texture and thin framing panels all add
character and definition to your bedroom design,
whilst coordinating well with a wide range of
accessories and finishing touches.
Inspired By Modern Living

8-9

Dawn

Matt Grey Walnut

10- 11

Handle options
Dawn is available with a range of
hand picked handles to complement
its contemporary style.
For further options see page 77

Antique Nickel D Handle
(Drawer)

Antique Nickel D Handle
(Door)

Polished Nickel Pull Handle
(Drawer & Door)

Black Nickel Knob
(Drawer & Door)

Bedside drawers
Bedside drawers are a perfect
complement to the bedroom. There
versatility allow for storage as well
as a surface for your accessories.

Dawn
The subtle woodgrain texture of
Dawn is the perfect option for
those seeking a touch of modern
elegance. Why not include a pair of
wall hung bedside cabinets with the
thin framing for a truly chic look to
your overall bedroom design?

Door ťď÷Ķò

Smart storage
With our multiple storage options from our
drawer packs to our internal wardrobes
options, pick the storage solutions that best
suits your bedroom.

Matt Grey Walnut

12 - 13

Dusk
Dusk offers a selection of woodgrain effect
finishes to introduce contrast and texture into your
bedroom design. The same colour can be used for
each piece of furniture, or an alternative colour can
be used to frame a contrasting finish to deliver an
ultra-contemporary European design style.
Inspired By European Design

14 - 15

Dusk

Matt Porcelain

16 - 17

Handle options
For further options see page 77

Large ‘D’ Polished Chrome
Handle
(Door)

Large ‘D’ Polished Chrome
Handle
(Drawer)

Square Chrome Bar
Handle
(Door)

Brushed Nickel Rectangular
Knob
(Drawer & Door)

Square Chrome ‘C’ Knob
(Drawer)

Dusk
Framing your chosen furniture pieces in
either matching or contrasting finishes
can present an ultra-contemporary
European design style, perfect for the
modern home. Additional bedside
tables can be wall hung or with
contemporary chrome feet to add to
the overall style.

Matt Cashmere

The on-trend grained finishes add contrast
to plain walls and carpets, creating both a
functional and visually stunning bedroom design.
With ample storage solutions available, including
wardrobes, chests and bedside tables, your
bedroom can work around you and your lifestyle.

Drawer storage
Door ťď÷ĶòÕĶ

Matt Cashmere

Matt Dark Oak

For that added storage space we have a
range of drawer chests or bedside drawer
cabinets to choose from.

Matt Porcelain

18 - 19

Nebula
The ultimate contemporary finish with its bold
Indigo colour to the more subtle Pebble will
make a statement in your bedroom.
Inspired by City Living

20 - 21

Nebula

Matt Indigo

22 - 23

Clever storage
With multiple storage options in our
Urbano range, we have styles and sizes
to suit any bedroom space.

Nebula
Inspired by city living, Nebula
combines artistic flair with luxury tone
of Matt Indigo and the subtle tone
of Matt Pebble. Use sleek Brass or
Titanium accessories for an inspiring
approach to your bedroom decor.

En-suite harmony

Novara Matt Pebble

Door ťď÷ĶòÕĶ

Include a matching bathroom
with Aquadi’s Novara range to
complement your Nebula bedroom.
The neutral contemporary colour
will be sure to compliment Nebula’s
bold features.

Handle options
For further options see page 77

Matt Pebble

Matt Indigo

Titanium Bronze
Small Bar Handle
(Drawer)

Titanium Bronze
Large Bar Handle
(Door)

Textured Brass
Small Bar Handle
(Drawer)

Textured Brass
Large Bar Handle
(Door)

24 - 25

Solar
Solar presents a range of high gloss finishes which
include Cashmere, Ivory, Platinum and White.
Cool, sleek and minimalist is the design focus of
this range, providing a popular and contemporary
style for your bedroom.
Inspired By Contemporary Style

26 - 27

Solar

Gloss Platinum

28 - 29

Handle options
For further options see page 77

Chrome Bow Handle
(Drawer)

Solar
Contemporary style is shown off at
its best with Solar. High gloss doors
provide a cool, minimalist feel that
accentuates simple design lines.
Wardrobes, chests and bedside
tables can be designed in either a
freestanding or fitted option to deliver
the perfect bedroom that works
around you.

Gloss Ivory

The high gloss finishes reflect light back
into the room creating the feeling of space.
Wardrobes and chests work well all as one
gloss colour.

Large ‘D’ Polished Chrome Handle
(Drawer)

Chrome Bow Handle
(Door)

Large ‘D’ Polished Chrome Handle
(Door)

En-suite harmony
Door ťď÷ĶòÕĶ

Gloss Cashmere

Gloss Ivory

Include a matching bathroom with
Aquadi’s Fiora range to complement your
Solar bedroom. Available in an array of
colour options, the same high gloss finish
can be used between your bedroom
and bathroom to create a seamless
contemporary style, perfect for the
modern home.
Gloss Platinum

Gloss White
Fiora Gloss Ivory

30 - 31

Orion
An Orion shaker bedroom is characterised
by its simplicity and versatility, making it the
perfect choice to suit a traditional style of
home. Available in a range of three striking
colour options, it showcases a mix of traditional
rustic charms alongside modern sleek designs.
Inspired By Classic Design

32 - 33

Orion

Matt Sage

34 - 35

Orion is available in three striking colour
options of Ivory, Platinum and Sage. Select
the one that suits your home best and include
co-ordinating handles to further emphasise
the traditional and elegant design style of
your bedroom.

Handle options
Orion is available with a range of
hand picked handles to complement
its traditional style.
For further options see page 77

Orion
The classic design is emphasised
with Orion. Shaker style doors with
detailed drawer fronts all add to
the overall look. Complemented by
elegant drop handles and decorative
cornice on wardrobes will present a
homely feel and a bedroom to be
proud of.

Matt Ivory

Large Round Knob
& Backplate

Clear Faceted Knob (35mm)

Treasure Drop Handle

Door ťď÷ĶòÕĶ
Storage Cabinets

Matt Ivory

Matt Platinum

Matt Sage

There are many storage options available for
Orion from drawer chests to dressing tables.
Why not also make a feature of your cabinets
by using the framing panels to create a
stunning inframe look.

36 - 37

Orion

Matt Ivory

38 - 39

Accessories
With numerous accessories options available
with Orion you can create a traditional bedroom
style by using the tangent cornice and a
more classic handle option or create a more
contemporary style with glass countertops and
a more modern style handle.

En-suite harmony
The classic style of Orion can
be co-ordinated with our
Aquadi Valencia range to
create a beautiful en-suite
design to match.

Matt Platinum

Valencia Matt Platinum

40 - 41

Lunar
Lunar is available in a wide range of carefully
selected matt painted colours from darker Clay or
Sage to a light and refreshing Platinum or Chalk
White. Its simplicity and versatility fits well with
the earthy colour pallet to complement
this popular style.
Inspired By Elegance

42 - 43

Lunar

Painted Platinum

44 - 45

Available in eleven painted colours, Lunar can
include the one option, or mix with contrasting
colours to present an individual bedroom design.
Include a glass countertop on dressing tables,
chests and bedside tables to complete the look
and protect those painted surfaces.

Painted Clay

Lunar
The smooth matt finish of Lunar
presents a contemporary option for
your bedroom. Include matching or
contrasting framing to present a focal
point that blends with the existing
style of your home. Include stunning
chrome handles and ensure that
cleverly designed storage solutions are
incorporated to present a clutter free
bedroom design.

Painted Platinum

Door ťď÷ĶòÕĶ
Handle options
For further options see page 77

Dull Nickel Bow Handle
(Drawer)

Dull Nickel Bow Handle
(Door)

Square Chrome ‘C’ Knob
(Drawer)

Square Chrome Bar Handle
(Door)

Painted Atlantic
Green

Painted
Cashmere

Painted Chalk
White

Painted Clay

Painted Duck
Egg Blue

Painted Ivory

Painted Pearl
Grey

Painted
Platinum

Painted Sage

Painted Skylon
Grey

Painted Stone

46 - 47

Glide
Glide is our versatile sliding wardrobe collection,
available in a wide range of colour options and
styles. The sliding doors are mounted onto a
minimalist frame and provides ample storage
space for those much needed items. This design
style reflects urban living at its best.
Inspired By Urban Living

48 - 49

Glide

Nebula Single Panel Matt Indigo, Anthracite Profile

50 - 51

Door ťď÷ĶòÕĶ

Glide
Glide sliding wardrobes are ideal for
alcoves and smaller bedrooms. They
are available with plenty of internal
options that include hanging rails,
shelves, open boxes, shoe shelves
and push to open drawers, which can
be used in harmony with one another
to neatly hide away all of those
essential items.

Solar Single Panel Gloss White,
Aluminium Profile

Silver Mirror

Smoked Mirror

Grey Glass

White Glass

Dawn Matt
Grey Walnut

Dusk Matt
Cashmere

Dusk Matt
Porcelain

Solar Gloss
Cashmere

Handle options
For further options see page 76

Aqaudi Novara Matt Pebble

En-suite harmony
Solar Gloss
Ivory

Aluminium

Anthracite (upgrade)

Nebula Matt
Pebble

Solar Gloss
Platinum

Solar Gloss
White

Nebula Matt
Indigo

The modern Sliding Wardrobes are available in
a range of finishes, which can co-ordinate well with
existing Aquadi bathroom ranges. Whether you
choose a mysterious Nebula Indigo or opt for a more
refreshing Solar Gloss White, there is the perfect
bathroom finish available to suit your bedroom
and matching en-suite design.

52 - 53

Glide

Reflection Single Panel White Glass. Aluminium profile.

54 - 55

Glide

Reflection Smoked Mirror with Solar Gloss Platinum. Anthracite profile.

56 - 57

Home Office
Create a home office area that works around you and
your lifestyle. A range of woodgrain matt and high
gloss finishes are available to deliver a space that is
78% Charged

both functional and visually striking, whilst matching
your chosen Urbano bedroom.
Inspired By Multi-functional Living

58 - 59

Home Office

Solar Gloss Cashmere

60 - 61

Drawer storage
Tall and low level filing cabinets, as well
as base open cabinets are available to
ensure that everything can be neatly
filed away to deliver a clutter free office
space. Additional locks on filing cabinets
also mean that all of those important
documents can be safely stored.

Designed for work

Home Office
A selection of drawer front colours
and either Cashmere or Dark Oak
framing, enables you to mix and
match to your hearts content, to
suit the style of your home.

Home Office furniture can be designed
around you and your lifestyle. Filing cabinets
provide ample storage, whilst a large desk
gives you all the space that you could need
to work efficiently from home.

Filing cabinets
Organise your Home Office with our
range of filing cabinets. From tall to low
level these cabinets give you plenty of
filing space.

62 - 63

Home Office

Dusk Matt Dark Oak and Solar Gloss White

64 - 65

Handle options
For further options see page 77

Square Chrome ‘C’ Knob
(Drawer)

Large ‘D’ Polished
Chrome Handle
(Drawer)

Square Bar Polished
Chrome Handle
(Drawer)

Colour harmony
Our many frontal choices allow you to
co-ordinate your Urbano bedroom with
matching Home Office furniture.
Solar Gloss White with Dark Oak Framing

Frontal ťď÷ĶòÕĶ

Dawn Matt
Grey Walnut

Dusk Matt
Cashmere

Framing ťď÷ĶòÕĶ

Dusk Matt
Dark Oak

Dusk Matt
Porcelain

Nebula Matt
Pebble

Nebula Matt
Indigo

Dusk Matt
Cashmere

Dusk Matt
Dark Oak

Cabinet framing including desks are
available in Dusk Matt Cashmere
and Dusk Matt Dark Oak only. These
along with all other finishes are
available as drawer fronts.

Solar Gloss
Cashmere

Solar Gloss
Ivory

Solar Gloss
Platinum

Creative design
From small office space to a much large room
we have many styles of cabinets such as desks,
filing cabinets and storage drawers to allow you
to create the perfect working space.

Solar Gloss
White

66 - 67

Tired of having no
storage space
Does your wardrobe currently look like this
with clothes struggling to fit in and the
inability to find something when you need
it most? Then why not upgrade to an
Urbano wardrobe with storage solutions
to fit around you and your lifestyle?

Upgrade to an
Urbano wardrobe

Everything has
a place in a well
designed space
With an Urbano bedroom there is a place for
everything with carefully designed storage
options incorporated into both freestanding and
fitted furniture styles. Hanging rails, push to open
drawers and compartment dividers are some of
the internal storage options available to help
create a clutter-free bedroom.

An Urbano wardrobe can be designed
into the space available in your
bedroom and included with an
abundance of internal options to
ensure that everything has a place. The
end result will leave you with a clutter
free bedroom that you’ll be proud of.

With storage solutions
to suit your needs
Cleverly designed internal options
can be incorporated around
you and your lifestyle. Full height
hanging for dresses or half height
hanging for shirts can be designed
along with larger shelving options
for those bulkier items.

68 - 69

Storage for him

Storage for her

Internal options to suit your needs.
Double hanging can be included for shirts
and jackets, whilst shelving columns are
perfect for those folded items. Additional
larger spaces and push to open drawers
can hold those bulkier items such as
duvets and pillows.

Wardrobes with plenty of storage space
for all of those essential items. Long
hanging spaces can be included for
full length dresses, whilst compartment
dividers are the ideal solution for storing
all of those handbags, shoes and hats.

Internal mirror

Pull out mirror

Drawers with internal organisers

Internal drawers

Drawers and compartment dividers
70 - 71

1. Find the look

3. Consider your style

Carefully consider furniture styles that
co-ordinate well with the design of your
home. Take inspiration from your existing
en-suite if you have one, or additional
prized possessions in other areas of your
home. This will steer you towards either
a sleek and contemporary or warm and
traditional style to help create a bedroom
environment to be proud of.

Choose from numerous style options from
freestanding contemporary designs to a
more classic fully fitted look. Additional
sliding doors or front frame cabinets are
available to ensure that Urbano has every
specification covered. All with a range
of internal options and ample storage
space to suit.

Create your dream bedroom

4. Storage requirements
A place for everything. With an abundance of
storage options to choose from, the design options
are endless. Carefully consider who will be using
the bedroom and design the furniture around your
lifestyle. Full cabinet wardrobes are available with
internal push to open drawers and compartment
dividers to ensure that everything has a place.
Additionally, chest of drawers are the perfect option
for folded items, whilst bedside tables provide easy
access for those few essential bits and pieces.

in 5 easy steps
2. Plan your bedroom
Look at the space available and think
about who will be using the bedroom.
Plan in wardrobes, chest of drawers,
bedside tables and a headboard
that fits around you and your lifestyle.
Consider storage options that include
ample space and are easily accessible
for those much needed items.

5. Choose your colours and handles.
With an abundance of finishes and handle options
to choose from, including the option of mix
and matching colours, you can design your
bedroom to be in keeping with the style of your
home. Dark woodgrain, shaker matt or muted
finishes offer a warm and homely feel, whereas
high gloss or flat matt options are a designer’s
dream, offering a contemporary style. Ensure that
the finishes co-ordinate well with the walls, flooring
and accessories chosen to help transform your
bedroom into a place of relaxation.
www.symphony-group.co.uk/dealer-locator

72 - 73

Range selection
From contemporary to classic, there is a furniture range and finish available
for any style of home from urban apartments to country cottages.

Dawn

Orion

Matt Ivory

Matt Platinum

Matt Sage

Lunar

Painted Atlantic
Green

Painted
Cashmere

Painted Chalk
White

Painted Clay

Matt Grey Walnut

Dusk

Painted Pearl
Grey

Painted
Platinum

Painted Sage

Painted Skylon Grey
Painted Stone

Silver Mirror

Smoked Mirror

Grey Glass

White Glass

Dusk Matt
Porcelain

Nebula Matt
Pebble

Nebula Matt
Indigo

Solar Gloss
Cashmere

Solar Gloss
Ivory

Solar Gloss
Platinum

Solar Gloss
White

Painted Duck
Egg Blue

Painted Ivory

Glide

Matt Cashmere

Matt Dark Oak

Matt Porcelain

Nebula

Nebula Matt
Pebble

Dawn Matt
Grey Walnut

Dusk Matt
Cashmere

Nebula Matt
Pebble

Nebula Matt
Indigo

Home Office

Nebula Matt
Indigo

Frontal ťď÷ĶòÕĶ

Solar

Dawn Matt
Grey Walnut

Dusk Matt
Cashmere

Dusk Matt
Dark Oak

Dusk Matt
Porcelain

Framing ťď÷ĶòÕĶ

Gloss Cashmere

Gloss Ivory

Gloss Platinum

Gloss White

Solar Gloss
Cashmere

Solar Gloss
Ivory

Solar Gloss
Platinum

Solar Gloss
White

Dusk Matt
Cashmere

Dusk Matt
Dark Oak

Cabinet framing including desks are available in
Dusk Matt Cashmere and Dusk Matt Dark Oak only.
These along with all other finishes are available as
drawer fronts.

74 - 75

Glide styles

Handle suite

Follow the 5 easy steps below to choose the desired
style of Glide sliding wardrobes for your bedroom.

A selection of handles are available to suit the style of furniture chosen. From
contemporary chrome to more decorative handles for a traditional look.

Step 1. Choose your range

Step 3. òĖĖĶÕŚĖŃĲĖëëĶÕľËÕďľĲÕį²ďÕĈťď÷Ķò
(if applicable)
Glide Dawn / Dusk Horizon - Glide Solar Horizon

Glide Dawn /
Dusk Single Panel

Glide Dawn /
Dusk 3 Panel

Glide Dawn /Dusk
Horizon

Glide Reflection
Single Panel

Full woodgrain
doors (single panel)

Full woodgrain
doors (3 panel)

Woodgrain doors
with mirror/glass
offset centre panel

Full mirror or
glass doors
(single panel)

Glide Nebula/Solar
Single Panel

Glide Nebula/Solar
3 Panel

Glide Nebula/Solar
Horizon

Glide Reflection
3 Panel

Full matt/gloss doors
(single panel)

Full matt/gloss doors
(3 panel)

Gloss doors with
mirror/glass offset
centre panel

Full mirror or
glass doors
(3 panel)

Silver Mirror

Smoked Mirror

Grey Glass

White Glass

Step 4. òĖĖĶÕŚĖŃĲÑĖĖĲįĲĖťĈÕ

Step 2. òĖĖĶÕŚĖŃĲĎ²÷ďÑĖĖĲťď÷Ķò
Glide Dawn / Dusk – Glide Dawn / Dusk Horizon

Aluminium

Dawn Matt
Grey Walnut

Dusk Matt
Cashmere

Dusk Matt
Porcelain

Kensington Pull Handle
(Drawer)
Handle Centres: 32mm
Option 1

Kensington Bar Handle
(Drawer)
Handle Centres: 320mm
Option 2

Kensington Bar Handle
(Door)
Handle Centres: 480mm
Option 3

Kensington Bar Handle
(Door)
Handle Centres: 1088mm
Option 4

Concave Satin Nickel Handle
(Drawer)
Handle Centres: 128mm
Option 7

Concave Satin Nickel Handle
(Door)
Handle Centres: 192mm
Option 8

Chrome Bow Handle
(Door)
Handle Centres: 192mm
Option 9

Chrome Bow Handle
(Drawer)
Handle Centres: 96mm
Option 10

Square Chrome ‘C’ Knob
(Drawer)
Handle Centres: 32mm
Option 11

Square Chrome Bar Handle
(Door)
Handle Centres: 320mm
Option 12

Chrome Wave ‘D’ Handle
(Drawer & Door)
Handle Centres: 224mm
Option 13

Chrome Glitter Square Knob
(Drawer & Door)
Handle Centres: 32mm
Option 14

Chrome Glitter Bar Handle
(Drawer & Door)
Handle Centres: 160/192mm
Option 15

Chrome and Crystalized™
Swarovski Elements
Pull Handle
(Drawer & Door)
Handle Centres: 32mm
Option 16

Dull Nickel Bow Handle
(Drawer)
Handle Centres: 160mm
Option 17

Dull Nickel Bow Handle
(Door)
Handle Centres: 320mm
Option 18

Square Bar Polished Chrome
Handle
(Drawer)
Handle Centres: 96mm
Option 19

Square Bar Polished Chrome
Handle
(Door)
Handle Centres: 320mm
Option 20

Large ‘D’ Polished Chrome
Handle
(Drawer)
Handle Centres: 128mm
Option 21

Large ‘D’ Polished Chrome
Handle
(Door)
Handle Centres: 480mm
Option 22

Stepped Polished Chrome
Handle
(Drawer & Door)
Handle Centres: 128mm
Option 23

Treasure Drop Handle
(Drawer & Door)
Handle Centres: 32mm
Option 24

Clear Faceted Knob (35mm)
(Drawer & Door)
Option 25

Large Round Knob
& Backplate
(Drawer & Door)
Option 26

Natural Iron Fluted Knob
& Backplate
(Drawer & Door)
Option 27

Vote Inox Knob
(Drawer & Door)
Option 28

Polished Profile Handle
(300mm & 450mm Drawers)
Handle Centres: 160mm
Option 41

Polished Profile Handle
(600mm & 900mm Drawers)
Handle Centres: 445mm
Option 42

Antique Nickel D Handle
(Drawer)
Handle Centres: 128mm
Option 45

Antique Nickel D Handle
(Door)
Handle Centres: 320mm
Option 46

Antique Copper Rectangular
Knob
(Drawer & Door)
Option 47

Brushed Nickel
Rectangular Knob
(Drawer & Door)
Option 48

Black Nickel Knob
(Drawer & Door)
35mm
Option 49

Chrome Knob
(Drawer & Door)
35mm
Option 50

Polished Nickel
Pull Handle
(Drawer & Door)
Handle Centres: 160mm
Option 51

Titanium Bronze
Small Bar Handle
(Drawer)
Handle Centres: 96mm
Option 60

Titanium Bronze
Large Bar Handle
(Door)
Handle Centres: 160mm
Option 61

Textured Brass
Small Bar Handle
(Drawer)
Handle Centres: 160mm
Option 62

Textured Brass
Large Bar Handle
(Door)
Handle Centres: 1178mm
Option 63

Anthracite (upgrade)

Step 5. òĖĖĶÕŚĖŃĲëĲ²Ď÷ďìťď÷Ķò

Glide Nebula Solar / Glide Nebula Solar Horizon

Nebula Matt
Pebble

Nebula Matt
Indigo

Solar Gloss
Cashmere

Solar Gloss
Ivory

Solar Gloss
Platinum

Solar Gloss
White

Dawn Matt
Grey Walnut

Dusk Matt
Cashmere

Dusk Matt
Porcelain

Nebula Matt
Pebble

Nebula Matt
Indigo

Glide Reflection

Silver Mirror

Smoked Mirror

Grey Glass

White Glass

Solar Gloss
Cashmere

Solar Gloss
Ivory

Solar Gloss Platinum

Solar Gloss White

No additional handles are required for Glide sliding wardrobes.
Home Office furniture is available with handles that have maximum centres of 160mm.
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Retailers
Handpicked for you
Now you have taken inspiration from our collections and
created the brief for your dream kitchen it’s time to visit your local
Urbano bedroom specialist to finalise your design.
Urbano bedrooms are available through approved independent
retailers throughout the UK. If you’d like to see our products, you can find
contact details for your local retailer online.

ľ²ĲľËĲÕ²ľ÷ďìŚĖŃĲÑĲÕ²ĎòĖĎÕľĖÑ²ŚÊŚťďÑ÷ďì
your closest Symphony retailer at:

symphony-group.co.uk/dealer-locator

Symphony Group PLC.
Pen Hill Estate, Park Spring Road
Barnsley, South Yorkshire S72 7EZ

General Customer Enquiries:
Tel: 01226 446000
enquiries@symphony-group.co.uk
www.symphony-group.co.uk/brands/urbano-bedrooms

To ensure the continuous development and improvement of our products, we reserve the right to make changes to the colour, design and descriptions or methods of
manufacture of our furniture. Such changes may be made without prior notice and without incurring liability. In many of our products we use wood, a natural living
material which will reflect a variety of grains and textures, so variances must be allowed for. Styles that feature timber, PVC, laminates and melamine finishes may incur
a slight colour change over the years. The term ‘solid timber’ applies to door and drawer fronts only. Colour reproduction in this brochure is as accurate as printing
techniques will allow. Not every showroom contains all the products featured in this brochure. Urbano is a registered trademark of The Symphony Group PLC.
Copyright and all other rights in this brochure, the photographs and other works upon which it is based is owned by The Symphony Group PLC. No part of this
brochure, said photographs and other works may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means (including but not limited to photocopying or storing in
any electronic medium) without the prior express written permission of The Symphony Group PLC. Copyright The Symphony Group PLC
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